
PUSHING BOUNDARIES
REDEFINING EFFICIENCY
PRECISION WITH EVERY LINE

FLEET ROBOT!





Introducing the latest in sports field management: Fleet’s ground breaking line 
marking robot, poised to revolutionize the way sports fields are marked and 
managed. This cutting-edge robot represents a shift in sports field maintenance. 
Engineered with state-of-the-art technology and precision algorithms, this 
robot offers unparalleled accuracy and efficiency, ensuring that every line on the 
field is marked with ease. From football pitches to rugby fields and everything in 
between, this robot sets a new standard for quality and performance.
 
With our commitment to precision and productivity, we’re not just marking 
lines; we’re enhancing the sporting experience for groundskeepers, athletes and 
fans worldwide.

INTRODUCING FLEET ROBOT!
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FEATURES

All Templates Included

10L or 12.5L Capacity

32kg Weight

Under 3cm Accuracy

1

Non Puncture Wheels

Handles to make transporting your 
RoboLine easier
Carries RFU Jerry cans with a capacity 
of 10L or 12.5L
Solid Rotating Wheel
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GPS Antenna

Emergency stop button

Easy line width adjustment

Ultra sonic sensor protection

Easy access to the machine

Storage and home for SPIKE

Removable batteries

Simplistic nozzle maintenance

Onboard water flushing system

Low Paint Sensor Warning

One Person Lift

Three Speed Options

Cloud Dashboard

NZ Made and Supported



Unleash the power of precision 
and efficiency as you effortlessly 
navigate through the complexities of 
field layout with our state-of-the-art 
4G-connected RTK network integration 
system.

SPIKE

 » No more driving a robot around a field to layout points.
 » On/Off Button 

 » Paint Purge & Water Cleaning System Button
 » Launch Mode for Effortless Field Marking.

 » 4G Connection to RTK Network.

Stay connected with the latest in technology - say goodbye to guesswork and hello 
to precision!



APP

 » Easy Setup and Library of Templates 
 » Total Control at Your Fingertips 

 » RoboLine Connection 
 » Speed Control and Paint Nozzle Options 

 » Low Paint Warning
 » Google Map Integration

 »  Manual Drive 

This is the ultimate tool for sports field management, bringing innovation, precision, 
and efficiency to every corner of your sports facility. 

Perfect for sports enthusiasts, 
groundskeepers, and facility managers, 

our app takes the hassle out of field
marking, offering an unparalleled 

experience in precision and control.



For any enquiries, please get in touch with our Fleet Sales Managers 
Shawn Docherty - 021 919 889 - south@flmnz.co.nz
Nigel Wheeler - 021 919 880 - north@flmnz.co.nz

Fleet Line Markers
20 Hinau St, Whanganui

New Zealand


